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AUTHORISED LEARNING CENTRE TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 

Applicants Details 
1. Name of Applicant: 

 
2. Address: 

 
Dist:            Tahsil: 

 
 Name of Establishment: 
 

3. Status (Proprietorship/Partnership/Company/Trust etc.): 
 

4. Capacity (Proprietor/Partner/Director/Trustee etc.): 
 

5. Date of Birth of Applicant: 
 

6. PAN Number of Applicant: 
 

7. Aadhar Card Number of Applicant: 
 
I (as per above) have agreed to the terms and conditions as stated in this document to establish 
an Authorized Learning Centre “ALC” of Odisha Knowledge Corporation Limited – “OKCL” for 
the year 2021. 
 
SECTION 1: DEFINITIONS 
 
The following words/ phrases used in this Terms and Conditions shall mean and be defined 
nearest to the meaning given below: 

 OKCL means Odisha Knowledge Corporation Limited.  
 COURSES means different computer courses offered by OKCL for citizens time to time 

like OS-CIT (Odisha State - Certificate in Information Technology), KLiC (Knowledge Lit 
Careers) courses, Mastering, BBA@Workplace, eSchool & Odisha Olympiad Movement 
(OOM) series and such other courses as offered by OKCL from time to time. OKCL 
reserves right to modify, cancel or add to the number and nature of courses. However, 
this will not include prescribing the revision of syllabus and all other allied aspects 
regarding the conduct of the courses, which can be done unilaterally by OKCL. 

 ALC means the Authorised Learning Centre established by OKCL. 
 DLC means District Lead Coordinator in each district as Authorised by OKCL. 
 IT means “Information Technology”. 
 Learner means the individual registered at the ALC with a valid learner code generated 

by the application handling learner data for the course as per OKCL norms. 
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SECTION 2: DUTIES, RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ALC 
 
I do hereby undertake that: 
 

1. I shall study and abide by various guidelines, communications issued by OKCL from time 
to time and ensure strict adherence to and full compliance of the methodology 
prescribed therein for smooth conduct of the courses. 

2. I shall invest the required sums for the capital costs for set up of ALC and equip it with 
suitable infrastructure, furniture and fixtures, computers and other equipment etc., 
incur all the recurring and maintenance costs related to and for the purpose of running 
the ALC. 

3. I shall create specific infrastructure facilities such as space for setting up the ALC, with 
classrooms, labs, drinking water facility, toilets, electricity supply and telephone 
connections for Internet and telecommunication, furniture, computing facilities, 
qualified staff, etc. as prescribed by OKCL from time to time. 

4. I shall create and/or upgrade the computing facility with a Local Area Network (LAN) 
with at least one server and at least 5 client Personal Computers (PCs) with the 
hardware and software configurations as specified by OKCL from time to time. 

5. I shall implement the following aspect of the courses as per the specifications and 
quality standards stipulated by OKCL: 

 
i. Carrying out the Installation, commissioning, up-gradation, from time to time, if 

necessary and uninterrupted operations of server and at least one client 
computer hardware and software with appropriate legal versions of software 
and in adherence to the specifications as laid down by OKCL from time to time. 

ii. Carrying out the Installation, commissioning and uninterrupted operations of all 
frameworks provided by OKCL in all the computers uploaded by me and 
approved by OKCL and ensure that the down time for any PC or peripheral 
should not be more than 5% of the installed capacity measured in machine 
hours of training period per month. 

iii. Ensuring the availability of stipulated number of qualified staff for the 
management, coordination, marketing, teaching, evaluation, system 
administration, etc. I shall specifically ensure that a certified Learning Facilitator 
is made available for classes for OKCL courses. 

iv. Working out a suitable timetable for course according to the batch-wise 
academic calendar stipulated by OKCL and announcing the same to the learners. 
Ensure that these courses will commence and conclude strictly as per the 
academic calendar provided by OKCL. 

v. Ensuring to provide adequate training to all staff for maintaining the IT 
infrastructure to avoid downtime more than 5%. 

vi. Imparting the training to all the learners in the ALC as per the stipulated syllabus 
so as to achieve the desired objective of the curriculum and ensure attainment 
of desired competencies on the part of the learners. 

vii. Ensuring that the Learner’s learning progression is ongoing and on track as per 
the activity calendar shared by OKCL. In case of any technical/administrative 
difficulty faced which is hampering the same, escalating the matter to DLC 
and/or OKCL. 
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viii. Ensuring complete Learners’ satisfaction for OKCL’s courses and services 
rendered in relation to OKCL courses. Giving top most priority to learner 
complaints, and never letting any complaint go unattended. In case of the scope 
of complaint being out of reach, escalating the matter to DLC and/or OKCL and 
ensuring the closure of the complaint as soon as possible. 

ix. Ensuring that record of learners’ attendance is kept using the biometric device 
provided to me by OKCL for the same. 

x. Keep minimum standards of cleanliness, upkeep and cosmetic maintenance of 
the allotted premises. 

xi. I shall provide a valid mobile number without any Do not disturb (DND) 
activation & a valid email ID which will be the sole means of any communication 
with me. I will check my email regularly in order to keep myself updated with 
any developments on OKCL’s side. In case of change of contact details I will send 
an official mail to rm@okcl.org requesting change of contact details. 

xii. I shall ensure the safety and insurance of my invested/mobilized assets and 
personnel at the ALC. 

xiii. I shall submit 15 days prior to commencement of each batch of the course, to 
DLC my requisition of admission stationery like books & application forms. 

xiv. I shall enroll the learners for the courses by issuing OKCL’s pre-printed 
application form, by entering learners’ data into the proper version of the 
admission software provided by OKCL, by collecting specified course fee and 
examination fee from the applicants, by uploading the paid learners’ data on 
OKCL web-site (SOLAR) and by issuing the fee receipts in OKCL’s pre-printed 
format to the applicants. 

xv. I shall confirm admissions of learners as per the procedure stipulated by OKCL 
from time to time, by transferring the learners’ fees by any banking transfer 
medium as prescribed by OKCL in favour of `Odisha Knowledge Corporation 
Limited’. 

xvi. I shall receive from OKCL, based on its requisition, the requisite number of 
copies of the study material, subject to : 

a) Deposit of the specified amount of course fee and examination fee 
of all learners before the stipulated date, and 

b) Proper Uploading of Learners data on OKCL website before the 
stipulated date. 

xvii. I shall ensure that the course material is issued to every registered learner 
enrolled in the ALC before the commencement of their batch of the course. 

xviii. I shall ensure until further notification, that the ratio of Learning Facilitator to 
learners in the ALC lab will be 1:24 and 1:48 in the ALC classroom and at a time 
maximum of 1 learner will share one computer. 

xix. I shall suitably adjust regular academic activities to enable all the learners to 
avail a minimum 06 clock hours per week of access to ALC classroom and a 
minimum 06 clock hours per week of access to ALC Lab throughout the duration 
of the course in such a manner as to ensure optimum utilization of the 
infrastructure and computing facilities at the ALC. 

xx. I shall ensure the smooth conduct of the courses as per OKCL guidelines. 
xxi. I shall give wide publicity to these courses among the potential learner 

community and motivate the students, parents, teachers and guardians, jointly 
with the DLC to join the courses and finalize the list of learners admitted to the 
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ALC for each batch before last dates stipulated by OKCL and give free access to 
the OKCL / DLC to meet the students for giving the information of these courses. 

xxii. I shall ensure the authenticity of the Identity of each and every learner by 
keeping an identity proof before Web-based submission of duly filled in 
admission forms of all learners with each learner’s photograph and signature 
before the specified date as communicated by OKCL. 

xxiii. I shall ensure the evidence based self-learning of each learner as per the 
learners data uploaded into the learner’s database on a regular basis and 
generate the learner’s code.  

xxiv. I shall ensure the quality of the services delivered to the learners as stipulated 
by OKCL. In case it is observed that there is any irregularity related to quality of 
services, Learning progression upload, or loss of confidentiality, integrity or 
availability of learner data, verification will be initiated and my authorization is 
liable to be cancelled immediately.  

xxv. I shall ensure record keeping of acknowledgement of receipt of study material 
signed by all the learners. 

xxvi. I shall ensure collection of feedback from the learners for periodic performance 
assessment as per the guidelines prescribed by OKCL, for the purpose of 
renewal of ALC. 

xxvii. I shall designate one of my officials with adequate responsibility, accountability 
and authority as a single point interface to liaise with the DLC / OKCL on all issues 
pertaining to the smooth operation of the ALC. Communicate his/her name, 
contact address, telephone numbers, and email ID at the time of Centre 
Registration / Renewal process. 

xxviii. I shall submit in a timely manner, the information/ replies/ clarifications as well 
as the statistical information reports regarding various matters of the courses 
and as per request of OKCL/DLC. 

xxix. I shall also attend all the meetings conducted by DLC and co-operate regarding 
any requirement in the DLC meeting including book stock update, performance 
evaluation update, etc., and any other information/data sought by DLC / OKCL. 

xxx. In case of any kind of non-cooperation regarding my duties or responsibilities or 
nuisance or hindrances created by me which would adversely affect OKCL’s 
business, it may lead to my disengagement as an ALC as per OKCL’s decision. 

xxxi. OKCL may appoint an ALC at any location and I shall not interfere in the said 
decision of OKCL and I shall abide with the decision. 

SECTION 3: RECOMMENDED INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
I do hereby undertake that the following infrastructure shall be made available as per the 
guidelines given in OKCL’s Website: 

1. Centre Setup: 
a. Each centre should have One Central Server, minimum 5 number and up to 20 

numbers workstations connected to central Server through Local Area Network, 
UPS, DG set(optional), Power Distribution Network(optional), Network Switch, 
Modem, Patch Cables and jacks, Peripherals, License Software like Operating 
System(OS) and MS Office for teaching and learning purpose, Internet connectivity 
through Intergrated Services Digital Network(ISDN )/ Leased line / Dial-up / Cable / 
Digital Subscriber Line(DSL)etc., Miscellaneous Areas and Facilities. 

b. Lecture Room: Ventilation with the help of fans to keep the surrounding cool, 
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Comfortable seating arrangements, Writing board, Air conditioning facility 
(optional). 

c. Computer Laboratory: Air conditioning facility (optional), Suitable furniture for 
installing computers, ergonomically designed chairs to enable users to work 
comfortably. 

d. Miscellaneous Areas and Facilities: These centres may also be used for internet 
access and communication, Staff Room, Drinking Water Facility, Capacity to 
comfortably accommodate 24 or 48 students, Adequate light arrangements, 
Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) to all the workstations, Central Server, Up to 20 
Client Workstations, minimum 1 number of Client Workstation are connected to 
central Server through Local Area Network via a Switch/Router. 

2. Computing Resources: 
a. Server configuration: 

 Dual Core Processor 1.6 GHz Processor 
 4GB RAM 
 250GB Hard disk 
 10/100 Mbps Ethernet Card 
 DVDROM Drive 
 Windows 2003 Standard Server with Service Pack 2 and CAL Licenses 
 Antivirus 
 Quantity required per center (minimum): 1 
 The above-mentioned server can support up to 10 clients. If number of clients 

is more, the server CPU and RAM should be increased proportionately 
b. Client Configuration: 

 Dual Core Processor 1.6 GHz Processor 
 4GB RAM 
 160GB Hard disk 
 10/100 BaseT PCI Ethernet 
 Sound Card 
 Keyboard and Mouse (Recommended Brand: Logitech, Microsoft etc.) 
 Direct3D 10 or Direct3D 9 or OpenGL-capable graphics card with 512 MB 

memory 
 One Headphones per desktop 
 14 inch SVGA Monitor or above (Recommended Brand: LG, Samsung etc.) 

Windows 7 & above. 
 Antivirus 
 Quantity required per center (minimum): 5 
 Common Requirements: 
 LAN: LAN 10/100 Mbps Network Switch (Server and all Desktops should be 

connected to this Network Switch) (Recommended Brand: D-Link, Linksys etc.) 
Electrical and LAN wiring should run perpendicular to each other. If they are 
parallel to each other, then a distance of 2 feet should be maintained between 
them to avoid interference 

 Internet: 256Kbps Broadband Connection (Server and all Desktops should be 
able to connect to the Internet by using Internet Connection Sharing or Proxy 
Server) 

 Peripherals: Headphone with Mic (Recommended Brand: Phillips, Intex, I-Ball 
etc.) (minimum 1 per client machine). Web camera (Recommended Brand: 
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Logitech, Intex etc.) (minimum 1 web camera per client machine). Printer - 
minimum 600 dpi resolution (Recommended Brand: HP, Canon, Epson etc.) 
(minimum 1). Scanner - minimum 600 dpi resolution (Recommended Brand: 
HP, Kodak etc.) (minimum 1) 

 Bio Metric Device (minimum 1) 
 Power Backup for all Computers 
 UPS (Recommended Brand: APC, Microtek, iBall etc.) and 
 Inverter with Battery backup (Recommended Brand: APC, Microtek etc.) or 

Generator (Recommended Brand: Honda, Champ, Kirloskar make etc.) 
 
SECTION 4: USE OF SOFTWARE 
 
I do hereby undertake that: 
 

1. I shall use all software which must be legally licensed before it may be installed. 
2. I shall abide to all licensing terms of the software companies, for the products used and 

installed by me. 
 
Any kind of unauthorized or illegal use of the software is prohibited. In case of not abiding by 
these rules, OKCL will not be responsible for any consequences thereof. 
 
SECTION 5: GENERAL CLAUSES 
 
I do hereby undertake that: 
 

1. I understand that the terms and conditions shall be effective from commencement of 
January 2021   OS-CIT Batch till  the  conclusion  of  the  calendar year,  unless earlier 
terminated. This is subject to renewal of authorization by OKCL and assuming there are 
no circumstances justifying separation like withdrawal by the ALC, termination on 
account of lack of satisfactory performance of the ALC, natural calamities and 
circumstances leading to closing or abandoning, etc. 

 
2. I shall ensure minimum 50 admissions during the year. I also understand that minimum 

25 admissions are required to be eligible for renewal of my ALC in the next calendar 
year-2022. 

 
3. Fee Structure: 

I understand to the Fee Structure as detailed below: 
A. New Center Registration Fee : Rs. 17500/-, break-up of which is the following: 

a. Registration fee: Rs. 4000/- 
b. Processing fee : Rs. 500/- 
c. Application Software to deliver the e-Content based Course: Rs. 8000/- 
d. Security deposit in the form of study material: Rs. 5000/- (Refundable) 

 
B. Center Renewal Fees: (Payable Annually starting from 2nd Year onwards):  

Rs 4500/-. The Breakup of which the following: 
 
a. Annual Registration Fees Rs: 4000/- 
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b. Processing fee  Rs: 500/- 
 
 
 The Center Renewal 2021 fees will be collected through installment mode, and I shall 
ensure making the payment within the timelines scheduled by OKCL, failing which, my center 
renewal shall not be done, and I shall be disassociated from OKCL. 
  1st Instalment: Rs 2500/-  
  2nd Instalment: Rs 2000/-  
 

C. Course Fee Sharing Pattern: Calendar Year 2021 
 

Name of Course Gross Amount to be 
collected from Learner 

Gross Amount to be 
remitted to Head Office 

Gross Amount 
to be retained 
by ALC 

OS-CIT-Single 
Installment Mode 
(Regular Mode) 

Rs.3300/ Rs.1100/ Rs.2200/ 

KLiC Courses-120 hrs. 
 

Rs.4000/ Rs.800/- Rs.3200/ 

KLiC Courses-60 hrs. 
 

Rs.2000/ Rs.400/ Rs.1600/ 

eSchool Rs.500/- Rs.150/- Rs.350/- 

Mastering Rs.500/- Rs.150/- Rs.350/- 

OOM Rs.100/- Rs.30/- Rs.70/- 

 
Note: Please Note that the above Fee Structure for above courses is applicable w.e.f the date 
of signing of this document. In case of any revision of Fee Structure or Launching of New 
Courses, the revised/New Course Fee will be notified by OKCL. 

4.    I understand that if my application is approved to establish an ALC, none of the fees 
paid are refundable in any circumstance. 

5. I understand that after one year I shall go through a renewal process by paying the 
renewal fees as per the terms of OKCL. 

6. I understand that this is a performance based relationship/ association/ authorization 
and satisfactory performance and maintenance of minimum standards are the key 
criteria for the continuation as an ALC and relationship with OKCL. It is mandatory to 
carry out the responsibilities and duties as mentioned in the terms. The performance 
would be judged by OKCL based on the feedback of the learners and other duties and 
responsibilities to be undertaken as an ALC. 

7. I understand that OKCL and DLC reserve the right to inspect the activities at ALC without 
any prior notice to ALC. 

8. I understand that this authorization is valid till I abide by all the rules & regulations 
stipulated by OKCL, failing which, my authorization is liable to be cancelled by OKCL 
without any notice or assigning any reason thereof. 

9. I understand that the study material supplied to ALC shall be strictly used for its 
distribution among the registered learners at no extra cost to the learners and shall not 
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be sold, commercially exploited, copied or used for any other purpose. 
10. I understand that any provision under this is found or proved to be illegal  or invalid 

then only that provision or part of the provision shall be treated as null and void and 
remaining part shall be considered as enforceable and valid. 

11. I understand that OKCL may unilaterally amend/revise any of the terms and conditions 
in writing/by email. 

12. Code of Conduct: I understand that as an ALC, I need to abide by the code of conduct 
envisaged by OKCL and: 

a. Adhere to all standards of professional & academic excellence set by OKCL. 
b. Avoid any unethical practice as stipulated by OKCL. 
c. Maintain the brand reputation of OKCL by not indulging in activities that hurt 

the general goodwill of OKCL. 
d. Maintain the unique brand value of OKCL’s services and not dilute them with 

any other brand. 
e. Abide with the decision of OKCL at every point of time during my association 

with OKCL. 
13. Confidentiality: I undertake to maintain the highest level of integrity and confidentiality 

related to the documents/information I come across, related to OKCL at all times and 
take all necessary precautions to prevent inadvertent or accidental disclosure of all such 
Confidential information such as learner data, OKCL’s operational procedures, 
marketing methodology, etc., which I may gain access to, regardless of whether I am 
inside the Premises of OKCL or outside its premises, and whether directly, or through 
its authorized representatives/associates. 

14. I understand that OKCL reserves every right to disengage me as an ALC in case I do not 
abide by the duties and responsibilities mentioned herein and/or any other reason 
whatsoever which enables OKCL to decide regarding my disengagement, including act, 
action or behavior which, as per OKCL authorities, is unethical, undesirable or not as 
per standards of OKCL.  

15. In case of disengagement initiated by OKCL as mentioned above or in case of my suo 
moto disengagement, (in either case, an e-mail to that effect is a necessary pre- 
requisite for disengagement), I shall abide by the Exit Formalities of ALC as envisaged 
by OKCL: 

 
 Exit Formalities: 

a. Handover of OS-CIT study materials (Books): Yes/No 
b. Handover of all Promotional Materials issued by OKCL: Yes/No 
c. Handover of Biometric Device: Yes/No 
d. Handover of Web Cams: Yes/No 
e. Submission of SMD Refund Format: Yes/No 
f. Completion of Pending Learner Life Cycle: Yes/No 
g. Handover of any other material issued by OKCL apart from the above: Yes/No 
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16. I understand that any dispute or difference arising out of these terms and conditions 
shall be referred to the Managing Director of OKCL and decision of Managing Director, 
OKCL will be final & shall abide with the same. 

 
I have read, understood, and agreed to the above Terms & Conditions. 
 
 
 
ALC’s Name 
 

 
 
 
Name of Authorized Signatory 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Signature:         Date: 
           
 
Seal: 


